Several recent works have shown that part-based image representation provides state-of-the-art performance for fine-grained categorization. Moreover, it has also been shown that image global representation generated by aggregating deep convolutional features provides excellent performance for image retrieval.
Introduction
Over the past decades, image retrieval has received a sustained attention. Image representations derived by aggregating features such as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [18] and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [17] are shown to be effective for image retrieval [29, 14, 19, 8, 5, 10, 3, 25, 2, 30, 16] .
Recently, the performance of CNN-based features aggregation methods [3, 25, 2, 30, 16] rapidly outperforms that of SIFT-based features aggregation methods [29, 14, 19, 8, Figure 1 . Visualization of the feature maps. (a) Some images in Oxford5K [21] . (b)-(e) The various channels of feature maps in pool5 layer from pre-trained VGG16 [28] . Each channel of feature maps is activated by different parts or patterns of objects. For example, the (b) 220th feature map is most activated by the sharp shape; the (c) 478th feature map is most activated by the arc shape; the (d) 483th feature map is most activated by the bottom of buildings; the (e) 360th feature map is most activated by the body of buildings. 5, 10] . Some works [26, 6, 3] generate the global representation based on fully connected layer features for image retrieval. After that, convolutional layer features are aggregated to obtain the global representation [25, 2, 30, 16] and achieve better performance. Many recent works [1, 24, 7] re-train the CNNs for image retrieval task by collected landmark buildings datasets. The fine-tuning process significantly improves the adaptation ability for the specific task. However, these methods [1, 24, 7] need to collect the labeled training datasets and the performance of them relies heavily on the collected datasets.
Recently, many works pay attention to the characteristics and implications of feature maps [17] , and they get some primary conclusions. Feature maps [17] activate different parts of objects [9, 35, 34] , which are generated by various filters of deep convolutional layers. The filters of convolutional layers can be used as part detectors, and the values of feature maps can be used as detection scores [33, 27] .
In [36] , the part-based representation is computed by Fisher vector method [19, 20] using selected parts, which are generated by multi-max pooling strategy. As shown in Fig. 1 , the discriminative feature maps detect special patterns and semantic parts from retrieval objects. The feature maps contain a wealth of part-based information which is demonstrated to be effective for image retrieval in our experiments. Thus each channel of feature maps can work as a part detector. However, the previous aggregation methods [26, 6, 3, 25, 2, 30, 16, 1, 24, 7] ignore the information of the object parts. Inspired by the characteristics of feature maps, in this paper we present a novel and simple way of creating powerful image representation via part-based aggregation. The proposed method uses the normalized values of various channels of feature maps as part detectors. Our part-based weighting aggregation (PWA) method improves considerably the state-of-the-art for global representation on standard retrieval datasets, and performs much better than deep global representation for retrieval previously suggested in [25, 2, 30, 16] .
Overall, this paper introduces and evaluates a novel partbased aggregation method and investigates the reasons underlying its success. Compared to previous works [26, 6, 3, 25, 2, 30, 16] , we demonstrate that the utilization of partbased information leads to a big boost in accuracy. It significantly outperforms the existing methods without finetuning on the common retrieval benchmarks. For example, the performance of our PWA method is 79.0% mAP on the Oxford5k dataset, which outperforms the state-ofthe-art methods without fine-tuning by 8.2% mAP.
Related work
In this section, we review several related works from two aspects: aggregated representations and part detectors.
Aggregation methods
The classical approaches to object based image retrieval involve the use of SIFT features [18] . Successful techniques for image retrieval tend to focus on deriving image representations from local descriptors based on aggregation strategy, such as the bag-of-visual-words (BOW) representation [29] , BOW with multiple- [12, 13] or softassignment [22, 31] , locality-constrained liner coding [32] , VLAD [14] , Fisher vector [19, 20] , triangulation embedding [8] , Faemb [5] and robust visual descriptor (RVD) aggregation [10] .
Several recent aggregation methods consider the use of deep CNN fully connected layer features for image retrieval. Fully connected layer is used as global representation followed by dimensionality reduction [3] , and the performance of PCA-compressed representation is better than compact representations computed on traditional SIFT-like features. Simultaneously, [6] proposes the more performant representation based on performing orderless VLAD pooling to aggregate the activations of fully connected layers at multiple scale levels. Related to that, the work [26] reports fairly good retrieval results using sets of multiple subpatches features of various sizes at different locations that are extracted from fully connected layers of a CNN, without aggregating them into a global representation.
Many recent works derive the visual representation from the activations of convolutional layers. Razavian et al. [25] extend the work [26] to convolutional layers and the use of convolutional layers leads to much better performance. After that, the work [2] introduces a compact global image representation based on sum-pooled convolutional features (SPoC) and further shows that the performance of aggregation methods for deep convolutional features is different from shallow features (e.g.,SIFT) because of their higher discriminative ability and different distribution properties. Recent work [30] proposes a compact image representation derived from the convolutional layer activations which encodes multiple image regions of different sizes without the need to re-feed multiple inputs to network. Simultaneously, Kalantidis et al. [16] extend the work of [2] by allowing cross-dimensional weighting.
Finally, many works [1, 24, 7] that fine-tune the pretrained CNN models for image retrieval demonstrate that the fine-tuned networks can bring a significant improvement for image retrieval task. NetVLAD [1] plugs a trainable generalized VLAD [14] layer into a CNN and re-trains the model for image retrieval and place recognition via the weakly supervised ranking loss, of which the inputs are the feature maps of convolutional layers and the outputs are the global representations. After that, the recent works [24, 7] fine-tune deep CNN features for image retrieval and aggregate the fine-tuned CNN features based on R-MAC [30] . The global representations derived from the activations of the fine-tuned convolutional layers outperform the representations based on pre-trained CNN. However, these methods need to collect the labeled training datasets. The performance of these methods [1, 24, 7] heavily depends on the collected training datasets.
The previous aggregation methods ignore the part-based information of retrieval objects. Inspired by the following works, we propose the PWA method. 
Part detectors
Recently, some works [9, 35, 34] analyze the meaning of feature maps of CNN. They find that the filters of deep convolutional layers are activated by vaious semantic content and some distinctive filters can work as part detectors. Zeiler et al. [34] show that some input patterns stimulate the special channels of feature maps of the latter convolutional layers. Kaiming He et al. [9] visualize the feature maps generated by some filters of the conv 5 layer from SPP-net [9] . They see that some filters can be activated by the specific semantic content. Recent work [35] picks some distinctive filters which respond to specific patterns significantly and consistently to learn a set of part detectors, and conditionally picks deep filter responses to encode them into the final representation based on Fisher vector [19, 20] .
The part-based information is utilized for fine-gained categorization in [33, 27, 36] and the part-based representation provides the state-of-the-art performance. The work [33] uses clustered mid-layer filters to detect parts from region proposals and builds the part-based classifier. The result of [33] shows that the part-based representation is discriminative. Simon et al. [27] propose that the outputs of convolutional layers can be interpreted as detection scores of multiple object part detectors, and select some important outputs from all layers in CNN as parts. In [36] , the part-based image representation is generated by aggregating selected parts on several different scales via Fisher vector [19, 20] .
Different with above methods, we use the different channels of feature maps of deep convolutional layers as part detectors. Depending on part detectors, we aggregate the CNN features as the global representation.
Aggregation based on part detectors
In this section, we analyse the characteristics of the responses of deep convolutional layers which can be interpreted as part detectors. Based on the part detectors which activate discriminative parts and patterns of retrieval ob-jects, we propose a novel and effective PWA method for image retrieval.
In our experiments, we extract features f from deep convolutional layers by passing an image I through a pretrained or fine-tuned deep network, which consist of C feature maps each having height H and width W . Finally, the input image I is represented by the aggregated N × Cdimensional vector that are weighted by the N selected part detectors.
Part detectors

Motivation
Recent works [9, 35, 34, 27, 36] start to pay attention to the responses of latter convolutional layers. They find that feature maps can be activated by some semantic content [9, 35, 34] and some distinctive feature maps can detect discriminative parts and patterns [27, 36] .
To understand the meanings and characteristics of the feature maps, we visualize some images and corresponding typical channels of feature maps in Fig. 1 . We select some images in Oxford5K [21] as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . In Fig. 1 (b)-(e), We visualize some typical channels of feature maps for the selected images. Each channel of feature maps is activated by different parts or patterns of objects. For example, the 220th feature map ( Fig. 1 (b) ) of pool5 layers from VGG16 [28] is most activated by the sharp shape; the 478th feature map ( Fig. 1 (c) ) is most activated by the arc shape; the 483th feature map ( Fig. 1 (d) ) is most activated by the bottom of buildings; the 360th feature map ( Fig. 1 (e) ) is most activated by the body of buildings. We can see that distinctive feature maps of convolutional layers respond to some specific patterns. Different feature maps are sensitive to different shapes and positions, and the activations of feature maps highlight different parts and patterns of objects. Some special parts of object are discriminative, for example, the 220th feature maps highlight the spire of buildings. Therefore, feature maps of deep convolutional layer can work as part detectors to pick spe-cial patterns. The previous CNN-based aggregation methods [26, 6, 3, 25, 2, 30, 16, 24, 7, 1] ignore the part-based information of feature maps. In this paper, we propose a succinct PWA method which combines part-based information with CNN features of convolutional layers.
Selection of part detectors
We select the discriminative feature maps as the part detectors by simple unsupervised method. We first calculate the variances
where D is the number of images in the training set) computed by sum pooling the features f . Then we sort the variances {v 1 , v 2 , ..., v C } for C feature maps. We find that the feature maps with large variances are discriminative, because the responses of them are significantly different among the various objects. We also observe them to be more discriminative by the following experiment. We performed retrieval by PWA but we select (1) 30% random part detectors (2) 30% part detectors with the largest variance. The mAP score for the Oxford5k dataset [21] for (1) is only 0.775±0.006, which is much small than mAP for (2), 0.790. This verifies that feature maps with large variances are much more discriminative than random feature maps. Remarkably, our simple unsupervised selection method not only boosts the performance but also reduces the cost of computation time.
Effects of part detectors
In Fig. 2 , we visualize the feature maps which are weighted by the part detector with the largest variances, which is the 360th feature map of pool5 layer from VGG16 [28] . We compare the original feature maps (in Fig. 2 (c) ) with the feature maps weighted by part detectors (in Fig. 2 (d) ). The results show that the pivotal parts of retrieval objects are highlighted (red) and the noise of CNN features is suppressed (blue) by the discriminative part detectors. Therefore, The discriminative part detectors activate the corresponding patterns and effectively suppress noise.
To investigate the effects of part detectors in detail, we compare the 512-dimensional representation computed by sum pooling with the representation weighted by the discriminative part detectors in Fig 3. As shown in Fig 3, the selected 220th part detector suppresses the noise of background and activates the sharp shape. The values of feature maps that are activated by background (such as (b) 507th and (c) 155th) are smaller after weighted by the selected part detector. However, the values of the representation responding to patterns or parts that are similar to the selected part detector (such as (d) 53th) still keep large. As a result, the representations weighted by the discriminative part detectors are more prominent and robust. We also conduct an additional experiment to prove that the noise of background can be suppressed by part detectors. We select the N discriminative part detectors and only use N channels of feature maps responding to the selected part detectors to generate the (1) N × N -dimensional representation rather than (2) N × C. The mAP of (1) is nearly same as (2) . The result shows that the channels which are not selected are dramatically suppressed by part detectors and almost have no effect on discrimination.
Overall, the feature maps of latter convolutional layers can be interpreted as part detectors. The selected part detectors can suppress the noise of background and highlight the discriminative parts and patterns of objects. We make use of the selected part detectors to weight the activations of convolutional layers and generate the global representation.
PWA design
In this section, we describe the PWA method in detail. We aggregate the feature maps weighted by the selected part detectors and reduce the dimensionality of high-dimensional representation by PCA.
Sum pooling weighted by selected part detectors. The construction of the PWA representation starts with the weighted sum pooling of the C × W × H-dimensional deep convolutional features f for image I with height H and width W :
The coefficients w n are the normalized weights as follows, which depend on the activation values v n (x, y) in position (x, y) of the selected part detector n:
where α and β are parameters for power normalization and power-scaling respectively. Concatenation. N selected C-dimensional representations ψ n (I) are obtained from weighted sum pooling process. We aggregate them into the global N ×C-dimensional representation vector ψ(I) by concatenating them:
where we select the N part detectors depending on the discrimination of them. The selection based on the values of the variances of different C channels of feature maps both provides boost in performance and enhances the computation efficiency. Post-processing. We perform l 2 -normalization, PCA compression and whitening on the obtained representation ψ(I) subsequently and obtain the final M-dimensional representation ψ P W A (I) :
where V is the M × N PCA-matrix, M is the number of the retained dimensionality, and σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ M are the associated singular values.
Experiments
Datasets
We evaluate the performance of PWA and other aggregation algorithms on five standard datasets for image retrieval.
Oxford Buildings dataset [21] (Oxford5K) contains 5062 images collected from Flickr by searching for particular Oxford landmarks. 55 queries corresponding to 11 buildings are manually annotated. The performance is measured using mean average precision (mAP) over the 55 queries.
Oxford Buildings dataset+100K [21] (Oxford105K) contains the Oxford Building dataset and additionally 100K distractor images from Flicker.
Paris dataset [23] (Paris6K) contains 6412 photographs from Flickr associated with Paris landmarks. The performance is measured using mean average precision (mAP) over the 55 queries that are manually annotated.
Paris dataset+100K (Paris106K) contains the Paris dataset [23] and additionally 100K distractor images from Flicker [21] .
INRIA Holidays dataset [11] (Holidays) is a set of images which mainly contains 1491 personal holidays photos corresponding to 500 groups each having the same scene or object. Query images are the sets of the first image of each group and the correct retrieval results are the other images of the same group. The performance is reported as mean average precision (mAP) over 500 queries. Similarly to [3, 2] , we manually fix images in wrong orientation by rotating them by ±90 degrees.
Implementation details
We extract deep convolutional features using the pretrained VGG16 [28] and fine-tuned ResNet101 from the extension of work [7] . In the experiments, Caffe [15] package for CNNs is used. For VGG16 model, we extract convolutional feature maps from the pool5 layer and the number of channels is C=512. For ResNet-101 model, we extract convolutional feature maps from the res5c − relu layer and the number of channels is C=2048. Regarding image size, we keep the original size of the images except for the very large images which are resized to the half size. The parameters for power normalization and power-scaling are set as α = 2 and β = 2, throughout our experiments.
We evaluate the mean average precision (mAP) over the cropped query. To be directly comparable with the related retrieval methods, we learn the PCA and whitening parameters on Oxford5k when testing on Paris6k and vice versa, and we use Oxford5k dataset for whitening on the Holidays.
In our experiment, We use average query expansion (QE) [4] computed by the top 10 query results (except top 2 for Holidays dataset, because the number of images in the same category is two mostly). QE consistently improves the performance on all datasets, although it has a negligible cost.
Impact of the parameters
Our methods only have few parameters to evaluate. The main parameters are the numbers of the selected part detectors and the dimensionality of final representations ψ P W A (I).
Select part detectors. We use the different channels of feature maps of deep convolutional layers as part detectors. We aggregate the responses of convolutional layers by all the C part detectors as the baseline, which outperforms the state-of-the-art aggregation methods [30, 16] . We also select the discriminative part detectors according to the variances of feature maps.
We show the results of selecting the first N part detectors with the largest variances in Table 1 . In this experiment, the final representation ψ P W A (I) is reduced into 4096 dimensionality by PCA. The variances of feature maps are calculated on Oxford5k dataset, and we select the part detectors according to the values of variances responding to different channels of feature maps.
The part detectors selected depending on the Oxford5k dataset are also suitable for Paris6k. The best performance is archived by selecting N=150 part detectors on both Ox-ford5k and Paris6k datasets. The selection strategy outperforms above 0.4% than our baseline and reduces the computational cost to about 1/3. The results show that our straightforward unsupervised selection strategy is effective and has good generalization. Dimensionality reduction. In order to get shorter representations, we compress the N ×C-dimensional aggregated representation ψ(I) by PCA and whitening process. Table 2 reports the performance for short vectors of varying dimensionality, M=128 to 4096. We do not reduce the final representation into higher dimensionality because of the limited number of images in Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets. We select N=150 part detectors to aggregate the convolutional features in this experiment.
The results show that the performance boosts gradually with the increase of dimensionality and the best performance is achieved at 4096 dimensionality. The compression leads to the loss of discriminative information. The previous works [2, 30, 16] aggregate convolutional features as compressed representations with dimensionality under 512, and the compressed representations with lower dimensionality lose more discriminative information. Compared with [2, 30, 16] , our PWA methods can generate representations with both low and high dimensionality and achieve better performance. In the first part of Table 3 , we compare our PWA method using pre-trained VGG16 [28] with the current state-of-theart methods without fine-tuning, which employ global representations of images. The results show that our method significantly outperform them on all 5 standard retrieval datasets, and especially the gain is more than 8.2% in mAP for Oxford5k and Oxford105k. This demonstrates that the part-based weighting is effective and our PWA representations are discriminative. Our 512-dimensional PWA representation is comparable with the previous state-of-the-art, and its results are only lower than R-MAC [30] on Paris6k and Paris106k. The PWA representation with higher dimensionality (such as 1024, 2048 and 4096) consistently outperform all of them on all datasets. We compare with other methods that contain query expansion (QE) with our approach that contains query expansion process in the second part of Table 3 . Query expansion improves the performance at low extra cost. Our PWA+QE method performs better than the related works [30, 16] on every dataset, though the approximate max pooling localization (AML) process [30] requires a costly verification stage and the extra memory storage.
Methods with fine-tuning
We also compare our method with the current state-of-theart methods containing fine-tuning process (e.g., [1, 24] Table 3 . Accuracy comparison with the state-of-the-art methods without fine-tuning. We compare our PWA+QE with other methods followed by query expansion at the bottom of table. Part-based weighting aggregation (PWA) consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art aggregation methods.
Datasets
Method
Dimensionality Oxford5k Paris6k Oxford105k Paris106k Holidays Table 4 . While our proposed PWA method does not need the end-to-end training, it achieves the comparable performance with them. In this experiment, we compare the proposed method with the result of extension of work [7] that does not contain multiresolution process which bring extra computational cost at feature extract time (approximately three times the cost for three resolutions). We use convolutional layers features of fine-tuned ResNet101 from the extension of work [7] .
The scores of PWA are only lower than that of the extension of work [7] on Paris6k and Holidays. In the extension of work [7] , the PCA is replaced by the shifting and fully connected layers. The optimal weights for them are learned end-to-end. Compared with it, the strategy of dimensionality reduction and whitening in our method is unsupervised. In Table 5 , we compare our PWA method with the extension of work [7] which not containing shifting and fully connected layers. As shown in Table 5 , our PWA method performs better than the network without shifting and fully connected layers [7] . The results demonstrate that the supervised shifting and fully connected layers are important for the performance of this fine-tuned network, while we only use the convolutional layers of it. We will explore the more effective method to reduce the dimensionality of representation in the future work.
The effect of fine-tuning is dependent on the collected Table 5 . Accuracy comparison with the extension of the work [7] without shifting and fully connected layers. Our PWA method significantly improves the performance.
Datasets
Method
Dimensionality Oxford5k Paris6k Holidays [24, 7] that are fine-tuned by the landmark buildings dataset significantly improve the performance on Oxford5k and Paris6k datasets but only help little on the performance on Holidays dataset. However, our PWA method can make better use of the features extracted from both pre-trained and fine-tuned CNN model to represent the images and does not need the further re-training. Considering the fact that the annotated training dataset is difficult to collect, we can not fine-tune the model for some particular task. Our method is very suitable for this condition, which selects part detectors by unsupervised strategy and aggregates discriminative partbased convolutional features to represent the images. Our PWA method retains more discriminative information of the retrieval object parts and effectively suppress the noise of background, and can better utilize the convolutional features extracted from both pre-trained and fine-tuned CNN models.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel PWA method for image retrieval. The key characteristic of our method is that it uses discriminative part detectors selected without supervision to weight and aggregate the deep convolutional features extracted from pre-trained or fine-tuned CNN models. The results show that our PWA method can suppress the noise of background and highlight the discriminative parts and patterns of retrieval objects.
Experiments on five standard retrieval datasets demonstrate that our unsupervised approach outperforms the previous state-of-the-art aggregation methods without finetuning and achieve the comparable performance to the finetuned methods. It is worth noting that our unsupervised PWA method is very suitable and effective for the situation where the annotated training dataset is difficult to collect.
In our future work, we plan to cluster the initial part detectors to select some more discriminative part detectors and reduce the number of selected part detectors. In addition, the end-to-end dimensionality reduction strategy can be considered to improve the performance.
